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Making Your Financial Goals Attainable
Over the last decade the landscape of the investment world has
been significantly altered. The abundance of new options that are now available to
investors has made the decision of how and where they should invest their assets an
even more daunting task than ever before. With the bursting of the U.S. stock
market bubble in 2000, a new environment persists in global financial markets. With
this new environment, a different approach to investing is required. All individuals
have specific, long-term financial goals that they hope to achieve when investing
their hard earned capital; the challenge is to ensure that they are taking the proper
steps to make these goals a reality.
The Art of Investing and Portfolio Management can be a powerful tool for investorsenabling them to truly understand the benefits of applying a time-tested, disciplined
process to their investment decisions. This is the same process that is used by some
of the industry’s most prominent and well-respected investment strategists, and can
be adapted for portfolios of any size. We believe that by providing investors with
this level of knowledge and capability will prepare them to make educated, informed
decisions about their money.
Our goal at Brandywine Financial Group is to provide all of our current and potential
clients with the tools that they need to ensure their financial success. We truly hope
that this information provides you with the knowledge to make your financial dreams
come true.
Sincerely,

Raymond Carota
President
Brandywine Financial Group, Inc.

Why Aren't More Individuals Successful at Investing?

TOO MANY INVESTORS LET THEIR EMOTIONS DICTATE THEIR

actions. They chase after hot stocks and market sectors that are due
to fall, ignore investments that are undervalued and poised to rise
and, as a result, often earn poor returns that fail to get them to their
most important financial goals.
Why aren't more individuals successful
investors? One primary reason is that
they are overwhelmed by the noise in
the marketplace, and fail to rely on the

EXHIBIT 1:
INFORMATION OVERLOAD

facts when it comes to making
investing decisions.
This noise manifests itself in two ways.

TV Cable
Shows

First, investors experience an
information overload. From cable news

Newsletters

Books

Websites

shows to the Internet to newspapers,
magazines and books, investors are

Investor
Periodicals

inundated with information. (See

Newspapers

Exhibit 1.) Unfortunately, information
is not knowledge. Despite receiving a

Advertisements

Magazines

large quantity of information, these

Radio
Shows

investors still obtain little quality
knowledge.

Source: AssetMark Investment Services, Inc.

Second, in their efforts to sort through
the morass of information, investors
run into a confusing delivery system.
This delivery system includes everyone
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Given the many different messages
from friends and family members to

investors receive from this myriad of

financial professionals such as CPAs,

delivery systems, it's of little surprise

insurance agents and financial

that more people are not successful at

planners. (See Exhibit 2.)

investing. In this environment, who
should you trust to help you make
smart investment decisions?
To fully answer that question, it's
useful to first understand the most

EXHIBIT 2:
THE CONFUSING DELIVERY
SYSTEM FOR INVESTMENT ADVICE

common mistakes that investors
make. We'll focus on this topic in the
next section.

Friends

CPAs
Bankers

Coworkers
Attorneys

Investor

Relatives

Insurance
Agents
Financial
Planners
Investment
Gurus

Stock
Brokers
RIAs

Source: AssetMark Investment Services, Inc.
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The Three Most Common Investor Mistakes

BEFORE WE TURN TO THE STEPS THAT LEAD TO INVESTMENT

success, we'll examine the mistakes that investors most commonly

make. Each of these mistakes offers insight into how investors usually
approach investing, as well as a glimpse at how they could approach it
differently—and more successfully.
Instead of basing their decisions on

Common Mistake #1:

empirical data such as a company’s

Letting Emotions Influence

earnings growth rate and future

Investment Decisions

prospects, a stock’s valuation relative
to the market or to comparable
investments, their own tolerance for

We like to think of ourselves as

risk, and so on, investors get caught

rational creatures in all that we do. All

up in a wave of emotions that causes

of us would like to believe that when

them to misinterpret the facts and

we make decisions, we evaluate the

make irrational investment decisions.

facts in front of us in a thoughtful

The result: Investors make the wrong

manner that allows us to make

moves at the wrong times, which

intelligent, informed choices.

increases their risk of failing to achieve
their most important financial

Unfortunately, our experience as

objectives.

investment advisors, as well as a
growing body of academic research,

Researchers have found that investors

tells us something very different. We

often go through a “cycle of emotion”

have learned that investors, left to

that affects every aspect of an

their own devices, systematically let

investment decision. (See Exhibit 3.)

their emotions override rational

Using a hypothetical example of what

thought when it comes to deciding

happens to the typical investor who

whether to buy or sell an investment.

gets a hot stock tip, here’s how this
cycle of emotion causes us to make
poor choices.
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Suppose you are at a neighborhood

Instead, the stock price keeps sliding,

cocktail party, and you overhear

and you start to feel concern and fear.

someone whom you respect touting a

It seems you’ve made a big mistake,

“hot stock pick”. If you’re like most

and you promise yourself that if it just

investors, you’re a bit suspicious and

goes back to where you bought it,

don’t race out right away and buy the

you’ll never do it again. Making money

stock right away. Instead, you decide

is no longer the issue. You just want to

to follow it for a while to see how it

break even so that you don’t have to

does. Sure enough, it starts trending

tell your spouse, friends, or accountant

upward.

about your bad investment decision.

You follow it for a while as it rises.
What’s your emotion? Confidence. You
hope that this will be the one
investment that helps you make a lot
of money. As the investment continues
its upward trend, a new emotion
emerges. What is the new emotion?
It’s greed. You decide to buy the stock
that day.
Of course, you know what happens
next. Soon after you buy it, the stock
starts to go down. You begin to feel
new emotions. At first you’re
indifferent to the decline because

Now let’s say the stock continues to

you’re probably still looking at a gain

spiral downward. You find yourself

(on paper, anyway). As the stock

with a new emotion—panic. As the

continues to slide below your purchase

shares free fall and your financial

price, you refuse to admit the

picture looks grimmer, you lose the

possibility that the peak has been

ability to assess the situation

reached. Denial clouds your decision-

rationally. Wanting nothing more than

making ability.

relief from the stress of your present

5

situation, you sell—realizing a
significant loss.
Then what happens? All too often new
information comes out about the
company, and the stock launches a big
recovery. You bought in at or near the
top, only to hold on during the
downturn just long enough to get
scared and sell at the bottom.
Most of us are poorly wired for making
prudent investment decisions.
Emotions are powerful forces that
cause you to do exactly the opposite of
what should be done. That is, your
emotions lead you to buy high and sell
low. If you do that over a long period
of time, you'll cause serious damage to
your investments and ultimately, to
your ability to reach your financial
goals.
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Common Mistake #2:

fact, this is almost never the case.

Chasing Last Year's

Exhibit 4 shows the annual investment

Winners and Other "Hot"

returns for the major asset classes

Investments

from 1982 through 2004. As you can
see, it's unusual for any one asset
class to sustain the highest returns for

The second common investor mistake

more than several years. When one

is to chase last year's winners and

does, it often then falls sharply from

other "hot" investments. Investors

being the top-performer to one of the

mistakenly assume that the

worst performers.

investments that did well last year will
extend their good performance. In

7

The performance of international

Another example of the dangers of

stocks from 1985 through 1992 is a

chasing hot investments can be seen

good example. For the four years from

in Exhibit 5. As returns in the

1985 to 1988, this asset class is at or

technology sector hit all-time highs in

near the top of the returns chart.

the late 1990s and early 2000,

However, in 1987, it dropped all the

investors poured their money into

way to the bottom, and stayed there

technology funds at a very high rate.

for four years. Investor who chased

However, those individuals who

the performance of the 1985-88 period

invested just before, during and just

would have found themselves in the

after the period of peak performance

following years with the worst-

experienced negative returns in the

performing stocks on their hands.

months and years following the
bursting of the technology bubble.
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Common Investor Mistake

Wilshire’s findings show that past
performance is, in fact, an extremely

#3: Relying upon Faulty

poor predictor of future results. (See

Rules of Thumb

Exhibit 6.)

The third mistake investors commonly
make is putting their trust in faulty
rules of thumb. Perhaps the most
pervasive and harmful rule of thumb
that works its way into investors’
minds (despite what is written on
every prospectus) is the following:
Past performance is a good predictor
of future results.
The assumption that any investment

Of the managers that delivered top-

manager’s performance over a limited

quartile returns during the first five-

time period is indicative of its

year period, just 21 percent managed

performance going forward has been

to do the same during the second five-

repeatedly proven to be absolutely

year period. Amazingly, a full 50

false. Some of the most compelling

percent of these managers posted

evidence we’ve seen comes from one

bottom quartile returns—the worst

of our strategic institutional

possible.

investment consulting partners,
Wilshire Associates. By examining a

Morningstar’s star ranking system for

large “universe” of managers that run

mutual funds reveals another excellent

both mutual funds and institutional

example of the problem inherent in

accounts, they identified the small-cap

relying on the faulty rule of thumb that

value managers that performed in the

past performance indicates future

top quartile (top 25 percent) of their

results. Morningstar calculates each

category during the five years ending

fund's risk-adjusted return and then

1997 and tracked their performances

assigns one, two, three, four or five

for the following five years.

stars to each fund according to its
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performance. While investors often

By chasing the hottest funds of the

assume that the top-ranked funds—

previous year, investors in 2000 and

those receiving four or five stars—are

2001 would unwittingly have bought

the best buy, in fact the opposite often

those funds that turned out to be the

proves true.

worst performers.

Exhibits 7 and 8 show the annual
returns of domestic funds for the years
2000 and 2001, broken out by their
star rating. As you can see, those
funds ranked with five stars at the end
of 1999 actually performed far worse
throughout 2000 than all other funds.
In fact, the funds given one star at the
end of 1999 had the best performance
in 2000. This pattern repeated itself in
2001.
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Investor Mistakes Lead to
Poor Performance
Given the frequency with which

percent from 1984 to 2004. According

investors make these three most

to industry research firm Dalbar,

common mistakes, it's not surprising

however, average equity mutual fund

that many investors are unsuccessful.

investors saw an average yearly return

Unfortunately, most investors have

in their personal portfolios of just 3.7

experienced dramatically lower returns

percent. These investors have paid a

over the past 20 years than the major

heavy price for their missteps.

market benchmark, the Standard &
Poor's 500 Index. In fact, as Exhibit 9

To experience true success as an

illustrates, the S&P 500 enjoyed an

investor, you need a framework that

average annual return of 13.2

will not only enable you to sidestep the
common pitfalls, but that also will
allow you to leverage capable
investment professionals who will help
you follow a disciplined investment
process and guide your strategy
through the ever-shifting stock market
conditions. We will examine exactly
how to do that in the next section.
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Three Key Concepts to Investment Success

WE BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE THREE KEY CONCEPTS THAT WILL

empower you to achieve consistent, long-term investment success.

These are the concepts that will guide you regardless of which
direction the market is heading.
It's important to note here that while

maximize your chances for reaching

these concepts are designed to

your most important financial goals.

maximize return, no strategy can

This team should consist of three key

eliminate risk, which is inherent in all

players:

investments. Whenever you invest,
you have to accept some risk. It's also

Investment advisor. Your advisor's

important to remember that you're

job is to provide you with the

responsible for reviewing your portfolio

information you need to make smart

and risk tolerance, and for keeping

investment decisions and to keep you

your financial advisor current on any

abreast of developments and changes

changes in either your risk tolerance

both in the market and in your own

or your life that might affect your

portfolio. Your investment advisor will

investment objectives.

be responsible for understanding your
personal financial goals, translating
those goals into a thoughtful and

Key Concept #1: Build an

comprehensive plan of action and

Investment Management

selecting and implementing a team of

Team that Delivers Great

specialists that will assist in executing
your investment plan. The investment

Capability

advisor’s next primary action will be to
select the next key member of your

As an investor looking to achieve

investment management team: the

lasting investing success, you need to

portfolio strategist.

build a team of professionals that
12

Portfolio Strategist. Portfolio

Investment Manager. The

strategists are teams of analysts,

investment manager is chosen by the

academics and other investment

portfolio strategist to implement the

experts that typically are part of large

asset allocation strategy that was

institutional investment management

determined by the portfolio strategist.

operations. Financial services firms,

Specifically, this means choosing the

such as Goldman Sachs and UBS

individual securities that will be used

Global Asset Management, have

within each asset class, ensuring that

dedicated teams of portfolio strategists

these selections remain true to the

that serve their largest clients. These

required investment style over time

strategists all share one overarching

and managing those securities relative

purpose: to build optimal portfolios

to market benchmarks.

managed by the best financial minds
in the business. Portfolio strategists

Exhibit 10 provides an overview of the

have three main responsibilities:

investment team, including the key

selecting asset classes in which to

differences between the portfolio

invest, determining and maintaining

strategist and the investment

optimal target mixes of those asset

manager. We believe that building this

classes and selecting and monitoring

kind of team may help you maximize

investment managers.

your chances of investment success.
A good investment management team
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will also help you eliminate the noise

tolerance for risk. By systematically

which, as we saw in the first section,

and unemotionally accounting for each

makes it so difficult to make wise

of these factors, your investment team

financial decisions. As Exhibit 11

effectively dampens the noise by

illustrates, there is a wide range of

delivering only the quality information

factors to consider in any investment

required to help you make decisions.

decision, from the health of the
economy to your own

14

Key Concept #2: Follow a

By working with a dedicated
investment advisor responsible for

Disciplined Investment

coordinating an investment

Process

management team that implements a
disciplined approach, you'll ensure that

When it comes to crafting and

you cover every important area of the

implementing a high-quality

decision-making, strategy-

investment program, you should leave

implementation and portfolio-

nothing to chance. It's for this reason

maintenance processes.

that we recommend the following
systematic, six-step investment

Step #1: Financial analysis. Your

process. (See Exhibit 12 for an

investment advisor should work with

overview of the six steps.)

you to clearly define your financial
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values and goals, your time horizon for

competency and use investment policy

achieving your goals, the rate of

committees composed of senior

return your portfolio will need to

investment professionals to scrutinize

achieve over time to reach your goals

and evaluate their recommendations.

and your tolerance for risk. In
addition, your advisor should have a

Step #4: Investment manager

thorough understanding of your

selection. In this step, the portfolio

current financial situation, including

strategist will select the individual

your net worth, investable assets for

managers who will oversee the

funding your goals, your current

investments used in your plan. The

investment structure and your tax

very best portfolio strategists evaluate

situation.

managers on a wide range of factors,
such as the quality of their investment

Step #2: Asset allocation

process and philosophy, the

modeling. In this critical step, your

experience and talent of the

investment advisor will determine how

investment personnel, the stability of

your assets should be allocated among

the organization and the sophistication

the major asset classes in order to

of portfolio construction and risk

maximize your ability to reach your

management.

goals. If your advisor is working as
part of an investment management

Step #5: Monitoring and

team—as we recommend—they will be

rebalancing. Your portfolio strategists

responsible for selecting the portfolio

will periodically rebalance your

strategist to accomplish this step.

portfolio as required. Through such
rebalancing, you are able to

Step #3: Portfolio strategist

continually manage risk and return in

selection. As we've seen, the portfolio

accordance with your goals, time

strategist is the team of experts

horizon and risk tolerance.

devoted to making asset allocation
decisions. The portfolio strategist

Step #6: Reporting. Finally, the

selected by your investment advisor

portfolio strategist will keep your

should have substantial research

investment advisor fully informed on

capability across global capital

portfolio performance so that he or she

markets, have asset allocation and

can keep you abreast of the progress

portfolio strategy as a core

towards achieving your long-term
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financial goals. You should expect
monthly custodial statements,
quarterly performance reports, a yearend tax planning report and online
access to your account information.
Three of the steps within this process
are so critical to your investment
success that we will zero in on them in
greater detail: asset allocation
modeling, portfolio strategist selection
and monitoring and rebalancing.
To understand how the best asset
allocation model will be formulated to

Important Fundamental: Asset

meet your particular needs, it's useful

Allocation

to break asset allocation into its
essential building blocks. The first

It would be difficult to overstate the

asset allocation building block is the

importance of asset allocation. As two

historical returns of major asset

well-documented landmark studies

classes. These tell us much about the

conducted by some of the world's most

types of returns you might reasonably

respected investment experts have

expect from a variety of asset classes.

shown, over 90 percent of the
variations in returns of portfolios can

Exhibit 14 shows the long-term

be explained by a single factor: asset

historical returns of four major

allocation. In contrast, the traditional

domestic asset classes from the end of

area where investors focus their time

1925 through 2004: small-cap stocks,

and attention—selecting individual

large-cap stocks, bonds, and Treasury

securities—explains surprisingly little

bills (cash). While you may already

of the return variations. (See Exhibit

recognize that stocks offer the

13.)

greatest potential for asset growth, it
may surprise you just how significantly
stocks have outperformed other asset
classes over the long term. A $1
investment in the Standard and Poor’s

17

(S&P) 500 Index of large company

level of volatility each type of asset

stocks at the end of 1925 would be

class historically has, you can make

worth $2,533 in 2004. The same

better judgments as to the appropriate

investment in U.S. small companies

investments for your risk tolerance

would have done even better, growing

level.

to $12,968. By contrast, $1 invested in
U.S. bonds would have grown to $66,

Higher potential returns go hand in

and it would have grown to just $18 if

hand with higher volatility. It’s

it had been invested in 30-day

because of the risk inherent in stocks

Treasury bills (cash). The second

relative to fixed-income securities and

essential building block of asset

cash that investors are able to earn

allocation is the historical risk of major

higher rates of return in stocks over

asset classes. By understanding the

time. But stocks can swing wildly in

18

the short term and expose investors to

relative to bonds and cash means that

high risk of significant losses from

their returns are more likely to swing

a time to time in pursuit of those

dramatically during the short term.

outsized gains.

This is especially the case with volatile
small-company stocks. Their annual

Unfortunately, simply knowing that

return can range all the way from 50.6

stocks generally are more risky than

to -15.6 percent about two-thirds of

bonds or cash is not enough to build a

the time.

truly effective portfolio that can
maximize your success. Instead, you
(or your portfolio strategist) must
determine quantitatively how much
risk each asset class carries by using a
statistical measurement called
standard deviation.
Standard deviation indicates how far
from the mean (average) an
investment’s historical performance
has been. An asset class’s total return
each year reasonably can be expected
to fall within one standard deviation of
its expected rate of return

The third essential building block of

approximately two-thirds of the time.

asset allocation is correlation

For example, an asset class with a

coefficients.

one-year standard deviation of 6
percent and an expected return of 8

Most people understand the basic

percent should post returns that fall

concept of diversification ("Don't put

between 14 percent (8 + 6) and 2

all your eggs in one basket"), but

percent (8 − 6) about 67 percent of

that's a very simplistic view of

the time.

diversification. Instead, you must
figure out how to combine various

Exhibit 15 shows the standard

asset classes in ways that will add the

deviations of five major asset classes.

most value to your investment

The higher standard deviation of

strategy and give you the best

stocks—both large and small cap—

possible return for the level of risk
19

with which you are comfortable. The
key is to build a portfolio of asset
classes that do not move in lockstep
with each other. In this way, a
negative return from one asset class in
your portfolio can be offset by a
positive return from another.
Correlation is what is used to
determine the extent to which
different asset classes move with each
other. Correlation is a mathematical

and vice versa. By combining stocks

representation of the relationship

and bonds into your portfolio, you can

between asset classes during an

achieve strong returns while lowering

investment cycle. If two asset classes

the portfolio’s overall level of risk. This

have a correlation of +1, they are said

gives you the benefits of

to have perfect positive correlation,

diversification.

and their values will move
simultaneously in the same direction.

In contrast, you gain little or no

If the assets have a correlation of −1,

diversification benefits if you combine

they have perfect negative correlation.

two highly correlated assets with

Their prices therefore will move in
exactly opposite directions.
By combining asset classes with low
correlations, you can put together a
portfolio of very volatile assets (those
with high standard deviations) while
actually reducing your portfolio’s
overall risk and achieving a smoother
ride. (See Exhibit 16.)
To see low correlation at work,
consider the performance of stocks
and bonds over time shown in Exhibit
17. Bonds tend to perform well during
periods when stocks are suffering,
20

correlation relationships that are equal

case the S&P 500 and the Dow—and

or close to +1. For example, dividing

still end up with ineffective

your money between the S&P 500 and

diversification.

the Dow Jones Industrial Average

For example, both large- and small-

would not create a well-diversified

cap stocks should be considered for

portfolio. The reason: Both indices are

your portfolio because their returns

made up of large-cap stocks of U.S.

are not highly correlated. As a result,

firms, so their prices almost always

your portfolio can achieve greater

will move in the same direction—a bad

diversification benefits by including

day for the Dow will not likely be offset

both. Likewise, growth stocks and

by a good day for the S&P 500.

value stocks often move in somewhat
different cycles. Sometimes growth

The idea here is that advanced asset

stocks post positive returns when

allocation is not simply concerned with

value stocks are negative. Sometimes

dividing up your assets—it focuses on

both groups deliver negative returns,

dividing them up scientifically in

but to different degrees. (See Exhibit

intelligent and effective ways. By

18.)

ignoring correlation, you could easily
There are two primary ways to build

fall into the trap of dividing your

portfolios using advanced asset

money among two indices—in this

21

allocation methodologies. One is

assumptions and asset-class

strategic asset allocation; the other is

selections.

tactical asset allocation.
Where tactical asset allocation differs
The strategic asset allocation approach

is in how that target-asset mix is

incorporates the three building blocks

managed. Unlike strategic allocation,

we just explored. It examines

in which the portfolio’s target-asset

historical patterns of behavior

weightings stay more or less

(returns, risk and correlation) among

consistent during the entire

asset classes over very long periods to

investment period, tactical allocation

understand asset-class behavior.

establishes permissible ranges for each

These data are used to generate long-

of the asset classes and seeks to shift

term, forward-looking assumptions

the target mix whenever there are

about the likely behavior of each asset

market opportunities that potentially

class in a variety of possible economic

can boost overall returns or reduce

environments. These assumptions are

overall risk.

then used to generate a long-term
target mix of assets for a portfolio.

Important Fundamental: Hire a
Capable Portfolio Strategist

The key characteristic you should
remember about strategic asset
allocation is that the target mix stays

The second important fundamental in

relatively constant over the investment

your investment process is hiring a

time horizon. This is because each new

capable portfolio strategist. There are

year of data about an asset class

four key areas where qualified

doesn’t significantly alter its long-term

strategists will have deep expertise

pattern.

and capabilities:

Tactical asset allocation generally

1. Extensive research across

begins with the same steps as

global stock and bond

strategic asset allocation: Determining

markets. Many portfolio

a long-term target mix by selecting

strategists have offices and

asset classes and processing their

research professionals

return, risk, and correlation

throughout the world, giving

characteristics, as well as future

them unique insights into local

22

markets that would be difficult

strategists use disciplined

for most investors to possess.

investment processes to ensure

2. Proven approach to asset

that they consistently work to

allocation decision making.

the highest standards.

As we've just seen, the asset
allocation decision-making
process requires great care and

Important Fundamental:

consideration. Portfolio

Monitor and Adjust Portfolio on

strategists acutely understand

an Ongoing Basis

that asset allocation drives
performance, and therefore

The third important fundamental is to

devote enormous resources to

monitor and adjust your portfolio over

studying asset classes and how

time. As we've seen, the different

they interact with each other to

asset classes do not move together.

make the most accurate

This means that the percentage of

constraint and capital markets

your assets that you have invested in

assumptions.

each asset class will fluctuate as

3. Senior investment

market conditions change. Your target

professionals make asset

asset allocation therefore will drift: As

allocation decisions.

stock prices rise, for example, your

Advanced technology alone is

exposure to stocks will increase, and

not sufficient to perform

vice versa. Depending on market

superior asset allocation, of

fluctuations, your allocation to stocks

course. Portfolio strategists

over time eventually will become

understand this fact and use

higher or lower than you want it to be.

investment policy committees

As a result, you may find that you’ve

to scrutinize and evaluate their

incurred a higher level of investment

recommendations. These

risk than you feel comfortable with.

committees are made up of an

4.

investment firm’s most senior

To stay on track, you must rebalance

professionals, who typically

your portfolio’s holdings from time to

have several decades of

time. Exhibit 19 illustrates strategic

experience managing assets.

asset allocation: as the portfolio's

Disciplined investment

asset mix changes over time, it is

process. Finally, portfolio
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simply brought back to the original

market sectors as they arise. (See

target mix.

Exhibit 20.)

In contrast, tactical rebalancing does

In addition to continually managing

not seek to rebalance back to a target

risk and return in accordance with

mix at regular intervals. Instead, the

your investment plan, periodic

rebalancing decisions are based on

portfolio rebalancing can also help to

perceived opportunities and risks

lower volatility. Over the past 20

among various asset classes and

years, as Exhibit 21 shows, portfolios
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that were rebalanced even once per
year were significantly less volatile
than portfolios that were not
rebalanced. And as you can see,
rebalancing doesn't necessarily mean
sacrificing returns.
Not only will lower volatility help you
to sleep better at night, it also carries
another important benefit: It actually
will help to enhance your overall
investment returns over time. (See
Exhibit 22, which shows the growth of
$100,000 in two portfolios with
different levels of volatility.) As a
result, you’ll build more wealth by
managing volatility through
rebalancing than you will by taking a
simplistic, static, buy-and-hold
approach.
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Key Concept #3: Adapt to
Changing Stock Market
Environment
As we examine the stock market over
Different markets demand different

time, we see that is has experienced

approaches. Even a proven, world-

long periods—known as secular

class plan can benefit from

markets—during which prices move in

adjustments that reflect the market

a general direction. Exhibit 23 shows

environment at any particular

that the Dow Jones Industrial Average

moment. In fact, you’ll magnify your

has gone through three secular bull

success if you adapt your approach to

markets and three secular bear

take advantage of the various forces

markets since 1906, each of varying

at work during bull and bear markets.

lengths and magnitude.
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As you can see from Exhibit 24,

crop up repeatedly during long-term

secular bull and bear markets have

secular environments. These cyclical

lasted anywhere from seven to 24

movements can mean big

years since 1906. Notice that the 24-

opportunities for investors during

year bull market from 1942 through

periods when the larger trend is

1965 that saw the Dow gain 9.4

negative.

percent annually was followed by a
severe 16-year secular bear market

during which stocks realized an annual

Consider our secular bear market

return of negative .6 percent.

example. Exhibit 25 reveals that

If you’re like many investors, you’d

during that time there were no fewer

assume that achieving success during

than five cyclical bull markets—periods

a 16-year bear market is simply out of

of strong gains from stocks. What’s

the question. The good news is that

more, these cyclical bull markets often

it’s not impossible. Shorter market

remained in effect for anywhere from

trends—known as cyclical markets—

six months to three years. Clearly,
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investors did indeed have the

In fact, as Exhibit 26 shows, active

opportunity to earn attractive returns

mutual fund managers did indeed add

during a 16-year period when the Dow

substantial value to their investors

remained essentially flat.

above market returns during the
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1965-82 bear market. The average

secular bull markets. In a secular bull

actively managed fund gained 477

market, the rising tide of stock prices

percent during the period—an

lifts all boats. Success comes mainly

annualized return of 10.2 percent.

by being invested in the broad market

Investors who took an active approach

through index funds or exchange-

to portfolio management during this

traded funds, for instance, that "own

time would have bucked the market’s

the market." These investments

negative trend and come out with

typically outperform managers trying

hundreds of thousands more dollars

to add value through superior stock

than investor who simply tracked

selection and other forms of

either the Dow or the S&P 500.

fundamental research.

The key to this kind of success,

You'll be best served by using the

however, is to use the right strategies

strategic method of investing, taking a

at the appropriate times. To

buy-and-hold approach and keeping

successfully navigate the ever-

turnover low—essentially getting on

changing market environment,

the horse, grabbing the reins and

you must adapt your investment

riding as hard as you can. Exhibit 27

approach to take advantage of the

provides an overview of this approach.

specific forces at work during secular
bull and bear markets.

And what does it take to succeed when
the market is gripped by a long-term,

Let's look first at what works during

secular bear market? As you can see

EXHIBIT 27: STRATEGIES DURING SECULAR BEAR MARKETS
Secular Bull Markets
(1922-1929, 1942-1965, 1982- March 2000)
1. Portfolio Management Strategy: Passive or Indexing
• Less value added from fundamental research, individual security
selection and active portfolio management
• Passive indexes outperform the majority of active managers
• Portfolios broadly diversified
• Low tracking error, low portfolio turnover, low cost
2. Asset Allocation Approach: Passive/Strategic
• Buy and hold
• Limited rebalancing
Source: Ronald Cordes, Brian O’Toole and Richard Steiny, The Art of Investing and Portfolio
Management, 2004.
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in Exhibit 28, a secular bear calls for a

This means that, for many investors, it

fundamentally different approach.

may be time for a new approach. You

When the broad market is in a deep

would be well served by reexamining

slump, there's no rising tide to lift all

your secular bull market strategies of

boats. Success requires superior active

the 1980s and 1990s in order to better

research and management efforts to

respond to today's changing landscape

uncover those investments capable of

in the financial markets.

swimming against the tide and

In particular, your overall strategy

delivering strong returns.

should incorporate active portfolio
management, a more concentrated

It's clear that secular bear markets

portfolio and a tactical asset allocation

make it more difficult for investors to

approach.

meet the rate of return objectives they
need to reach their financial goals.

EXHIBIT 28: STRATEGIES DURING SECULAR BULL MARKETS
Secular Bull Markets
(1922-1929. 1942-1965, 1982-March 2000)
1. Portfolio Management Strategy: Active
• Greater value added from fundamental research, individual security
selection and active portfolio management
• An increasing number of active managers outperform indexes
• More concentrated portfolios
• Higher tracking error, higher portfolio turnover, higher cost
2. Asset Allocation Approach: Active/Tactical
•
•

More opportunistic or active approach to asset allocation decisions
More frequent reallocating and rebalancing

Source: Ronald Cordes, Brian O’Toole and Richard Steiny, The Art of Investing and Portfolio
Management, 2004.
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Summary

Deciding how to invest your money can be one of the most
important decisions that you can make for your future. The

process of making this decision can be mired in uncertainty that
is the result of conflicting emotions and information. As we have
illustrated in the preceding text, both of these factors can
negatively influence the performance of your investments.
Our recommendation- make sure that you create an investment
plan, be sure to incorporate these three key concepts to
investing success:
1. Bring great capability and knowledge to all your investment
management decisions.
2. Follow a disciplined investment process.
3. Adapt to changing stock market environments.
By integrating these concepts into your investment plan, you will
be that much closer to achieving success in investing, and
securing the financial future that you envisioned for you and your
loved ones.
We wish you success in attaining your financial dreams.
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